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Tecsun PL380 with external MW/LF loopstick on DeBock plastic frame mod 

This is a mod you can do to your Tecsun PL380 radio to have both MW and LF switched reception using 

an external Amidon 7.5 inch -61 mix (125 permeability) ferrite rod mounted on the Gary DeBock plastic 

frame. Since the stock loopstick is only used for MW reception, and is a small ferrite rod, doing this mod 

will add LF when the radio is switched to LF, and greatly improve MW reception, using the new 7.5 inch 

ferrite rod. Dual 75 turn contrawound coils are wound on the rod and connected to a miniature DPDT 

toggle or slide switch, and connected to the radio in place of the stock internal loopstick. The stock 

loopstick can be left in place or removed from the radio as desired; its connections are unsoldered and 

taped out of the way if the loopstick is left in place. For MW the two coils are connected in parallel, 

increasing signal level compared to a single coil; in LF the two coils are connected in series giving enough 

inductance for the radio’s internal tuning to properly resonate over the entire NDB beacon band. For 

North American folks, the Long Wave Broadcast Band would never be heard using a radio with a small 

ferrite rod and this mod does not quite tune down low enough to get the whole LWBC section (153-198 

kHz) though my radio tunes down to about 180 kHz. MW reception covers the entire band up to 1710 

kHz.  

I assume you already have the DeBock orange plastic loopstick frame mounted on your PL380 radio that 

Gary has described in previous articles he’s written about the 7.5 inch ferrite loopstick mounted on this 

frame and I will not mention that again. The length of the coils you’ll wind will work just fine with the 

frame and loopstick mounting and fit on the rod with space left for mounting. How you mount the 

switch is something you’ll have to figure out; this article is mainly about how to wind the coils and 

connect the switch and to the radio. I just leave the switch dangling by the short leads, which works fine, 

but is not very handy for looking “nice” or for easy switching between MW and LF. 

I used 175/46 Litz for the coils; about 13 feet per coil is needed so about 28 feet total Litz is needed to 

make sure you have some extra Litz for connections and pigtails going to the radio. 

Start with a 6 inch long strip of blue painters tape; place it on the ferrite rod, centered on the rod, and 

with the side with the adhesive facing out to hold the coil turns in place. Mark the center of the tape. 

Start winding the first coil going to the right side, in the center of the tape. Leave about 6 inches of 

pigtail; tape off this end so it stays in place during the winding. With the rod lying horizontally facing 

you, wind the coil in the direction of up over the top and down and back up over the top to the right for 

each turn. Make sure to keep accurate count of the turns! I use a narrow tip black Sharpie pen and make 

a mark on the coil wire for each ten turns, on the tenth turn—this makes it easier to keep track of the 

turns. A magnifying glass can also be used to count the turns and verify you wound ten turns for each 

ten turns. Wind 75 turns; tape off the end and cut the Litz wire for another 6 inch pigtail. This completes 

the first coil of two that you’ll wind. 

The second coil is wound starting next to the first coil, in the center, but this coil is wound in the 

opposite direction. This is very important, and the final setup won’t work properly if you get the second 

coil wrong! Tape off the start with 6 inches of pigtail. Wind in the direction of DOWN and up over the 



top and DOWN for each turn to the left for this second coil. Wind 75 turns; tape off the end as before 

and cut the Litz wire for the 6 inch pigtail. You now have two coils, “contra-wound”. Put a small strip of 

masking tape an inch or so from the end of each pigtail. Label them as follows: the first coil you wound, 

the start in the center is “S1” (Start 1). The end of this coil is “F1” (Finish 1). The second coil label its start 

(in the center next to “S1”) as “S2” (Start 2) and the end of this coil as “F2” (Finish 2). Using a hot 

soldering iron tin the ends of all four coil ends; tin about 1/8-1/4 inch at each end. If you have an 

inductance meter (highly recommended!) check each coil—S1/F1 and S2/F2 and write down the 

readings. The ideal is the same value inductance for both coils but you most likely won’t get that due to 

the ferrite rod not being precisely uniform and for the coils not being precisely centered. You can either 

ignore the difference in the inductances, or you can unwind turns one by one while checking the 

inductance, from the coil with the higher inductance, until you get close to the value of the coil with the 

lower inductance. It doesn’t really matter if you ignore the difference in inductances—it will only have a 

very small effect on using the loopstick, if the inductance differences are small. For my own coils I 

removed some turns; it shouldn’t take more than a few turns removed to get close to the other coil. If 

this is a completely new experience for you, you are probably better off just leaving the two coils alone. 

You will next solder the wires to the switch. I used a miniature DPDT (double pole double throw) toggle 

switch; if you use a small slide switch the terminals layout will be the same, just the physical appearance 

of the switch will be different. It’s easier to work with the switch if the switch is held stationary so it 

can’t move while you’re soldering wires to it. I taped my switch on the top of the roll of solder I use, with 

the toggle part extending down into the hole of the solder roll. You want the switch to be upside down 

with the rows of three terminals running horizontally from left to right facing you. So you’ll have the two 

rows of three terminals facing you. First of all you will solder a short jumper from the top right terminal 

to the bottom left terminal. Do not use a piece of leftover Litz wire if you can help it—use a piece of 

insulated smaller gauge, preferably solid wire, for this jumper. Insert the end of the jumper through the 

hole in the terminal and lightly solder it in place. I soldered my jumper inside the terminals of the switch; 

you could also loop the jumper around the outside of the terminals—the choice is yours and it doesn’t 

matter which way you use. Using the left over Litz wire after winding the two coils, cut two eight inch 

pigtails, lightly tin one end of each pigtail. Solder one wire to the top left terminal of the switch. Solder 

the other wire to the bottom center terminal. If you need to, trim the tinned ends first with diagonal 

pliers to make them narrow to fit the wire end through the hole in the terminal; bend it around then 

solder the wire to the terminal. This will make it easier since a wire from a coil will also get soldered to 

each of these terminals. If you can’t do that, then you’ll have to just work with having two wires going to 

those terminals, with the chance that the first wire may come loose and come off the terminal causing 

you problems. 

Solder F2 to the top left terminal (where there’s already a pigtail). 

Solder S2 to the top right terminal. 

Solder S1 to the top center terminal. 

Solder F1 to the bottom center terminal (where there’s already a pigtail). 



(Bottom right terminal has nothing soldered to it.) 

Congratulations, your switch and coil leads are finished! You can untape the switch from its temporary 

stationary mounting. You can tape a piece of tape on the side of the switch, and label the left (same 

orientation as you had the switch for soldering) as the LF position; the right as the MW position. Tin the 

other ends of the two pigtails on the switch. Use your inductance meter (if you have one—highly 

recommended!) to check the final inductance of the coils and switch arrangement. Remember MW has 

both coils in parallel; LF has the coils in series. Check the inductance at the end of the two pigtails, write 

down the readings. MW should be somewhere in the 315 uH range; LF in the 1260 uH range. Anything 

near these values will be OK. If you get something much lower, then most likely you didn’t wind the 

second coil properly and you’ll need to remove the windings of that coil and start over, winding the 

proper way (opposite to the first coil, following the instructions I’ve given above). If you don’t have an 

inductance meter, then you’ll just have to hope you wound the coils properly and wired the switch 

properly! Proper coils and correct switch wiring will give the LF inductance as about four times the value 

of the MW inductance. If you get something close to this then you can be assured you wound the coils 

correctly and wired the switch correctly. (You’ll also need to be close to the values I gave, too.) 

Hopefully all is well and that you do have an inductance meter to verify all this! You can mount the 

loopstick onto the plastic frame now. You can leave the switch hanging for now, or mount it too. 

All that is left is to connect the two pigtails to the points in the radio where the original stock loopstick 

went; it doesn’t matter which wire goes where, either one to the Hot and to the Common points will 

work. There should be enough length for the pigtails to easily reach the two solder points in the radio; 

trim some off if it’s too long. I’m assuming you have already figured out how to remove the back from 

your PL380, per the extensive notes Gary DeBock has already written for his slider loopstick article, and 

know where the proper points are. And that you have removed the stock loopstick wires and noted 

where those wires go. The two pigtails go to those points! When finished you can make two small slots 

in the back plastic frame of the radio for the pigtails to go through. I would leave a small space between 

them so the two wires don’t run parallel for any appreciable length—this would add to stray capacitance 

and could reduce the top end of MW resonance for the new loopstick. Attach the back frame in place, 

and you’re finished. Install batteries in the radio and turn the radio on and try out your new loopstick. I 

suggest trying MW first. Note you need to rotate the tuning dial so the radio initiates a tuning anytime 

you switch from MW to LF or from LF to MW. After verifying that MW is working OK, switch to LF and 

tune to a local beacon that you know is in your area. You may need to go outside the very noisy interior 

of the dwelling to check LF. If you don’t have any local beacons you may need to wait until dark, then go 

outside and tune around to try to find a beacon. Tune in 1 kHz steps, and tune slowly—hopefully you’ll 

find a beacon strong enough to be received at your location. 
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